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From the Editor’s desk . . .
July 4: Swami Vivekananda’s Death Anniversary

Religious Fraternity Day
G. G. Parekh and Neeraj Jain

Swami Vivekananda breathed
his last on July 4, 1902.
This great Hindu saint was a firm
believer in equality of all religions.
He preached that all religions upheld
the same ideals of “attainment of
liberty and cessation of misery”,
and preached equal respect and
dignity for all religions, values that
were later enshrined in the Indian
Constitution.
When Vivekananda preached
equal respect for all communities,
he clarified that this did not mean
tolerance. On the contrary, he berated
tolerance as “blasphemy”. He stated:
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Our watchword . . . will be
acceptance, and not exclusion. .
. . I accept all religions that were
in the past, and worship with them
all; I worship God with every one of
them, in whatever form they worship
Him. I shall go to the mosque of
the Mohammedan; I shall enter
the Christian’s church and kneel
before the crucifix; I shall enter the
Buddhistic temple, where I shall take
refuge in Buddha and in his Law.
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He criticised the imposition of
religious values of one community
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on others. At this time when
religious fanatics have launched
a violent campaign to force the
vegetarian eating habits of the
Brahmin minority on the entire
people, which has even resulted in
several instances of mob lynching
of Muslims across the country, it is
important to recall Vivekananda’s
wise words:
We leave everybody free to know,
select, and follow whatever suits
and helps him. Thus, for example,
eating meat may help one, eating
fruit another. Each is welcome to his
own peculiarity, but he has no right
to criticise the conduct of others . . .
much less to insist that others should
follow his way . . .
The terrible mistake of religion
was to interfere in social matters. . . .
What business had the priests to
interfere (to the misery of millions
of human beings) in every social
matter?
Here is a glorious example of
Vivekananda’s spirit of respect for
all religions: One of his disciples,
Swami Akhandananda, was
building an orphanage in Bengal.
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Vivekananda wrote to him saying:
Admit boys of all religions—
Hindu, Mohammedan, Christian . . .
and further advised,
But never tamper with their
religion. The only thing you will
have to do is to make separate
arrangements for their food etc. . . .
Vivekananda stood firmly
against religious fundamentalism,
and expressed his deep anguish at
the communal divisions, violence
and bloodshed unleashed by
fundamentalist forces on society.
He said:
Though there is nothing that has
brought to man more blessings than
religion, yet at the same time, there
is nothing that has brought more
horror than religion. Nothing has
made more for peace and love than
religion; nothing has engendered
fiercer hatred than religion. Nothing
has made the brotherhood of man
more tangible than religion; nothing
has bred more bitter enmity between
man and man than religion. Nothing
has built more charitable institutions,
more hospitals for men, and even for
animals, than religion; nothing has
deluged the world with more blood
than religion.
In his writings, Swami
Vivekananda warned against
religious fundamentalists’ attempts
to divide Hindus and Muslims.
He held Islam in high esteem,
as is obvious from his letter to
Mohammed Sarfaraz Husain written
on 10 June 1898:
If ever any religion approached
this equality in an appreciable
manner, it is Islam and Islam alone.
And therefore, he emphatically
stated that if India is to progress, if

India in the future is to rise “glorious
and invincible”, there must not only
be cooperation between Hinduism
and Islam, but their confluence. He
wrote:
For our own motherland a
junction of the two great systems,
Hinduism and Islam —Vedanta
brain and Islam body—is the only
hope.
Vi v e k a n a n d a ’s v i e w s a r e
completely antithetical to the
fundamentalists who, through the
RSS and its offshoots, pursue a
vicious offensive to undermine the
Indian Constitution, destroy the
country’s secular fabric and convert
India into a Hindu Rashtra. Three
decades before the RSS’s formation,
when the monster of religious
nationalism was hardly born, this
far-sighted Swami gave the call:
All sect ideas and tribal or
national ideas of religion must be
given up. That each tribe or nation
should have its own particular God
and think that every other is wrong
is a superstition that should belong
to the past. All such ideas must be
abandoned.
At a time a spectre of fascism
looms over the country, when
fundamentalist gangs are running
riot spreading hatred and intolerance,
attacking and even killing Muslims
with impunity on the slightest
excuse, it is important to remember
Swami Vivekananda and spread his
message of respect and dignity for
all religions, his call for solidarity
between religions. Unlike other
saints, he did not offer prayers to
the Almighty for his own salvation
but sought salvation of the poor
and the marginalised—be they
Hindus, Muslims or Christians—

who had been oppressed for ages.
He dedicated his life for their
upliftment: “May I be born again
and again, and suffer thousands of
miseries so that I may worship the
only God that exists, the only God
that I believe in, the sum total of all
souls—the miserable and the poor of
all races, of all species.” His whole
life was a saga of relentless effort to
create awareness and mobilise the
young men and women of India to
sacrifice, go out among the masses,
uplift them, organise them, and build
a new society that would be free
from all kinds of exploitation.
Two years ago, some socialist
organisations of Pune city appealed
to the people of the country, those
who believe in Constitutional
Values of Fraternity, Secularism
and Democracy, to observe July 4 as
RELIGIOUS FRATERNITY DAY,
and spread Swami's Vivekananda's
message of love and respect for all
religions, and his call to the Youth of
the country to dedicate their lives for
the upliftment of the poor, be they
Hindus, Muslims or Christians.
We endorse this appeal.
(All quotations are
f ro m : “ C o m p l e t e Wo r k s o f
S w a m i Vi v e k a n a n d a ” , w w w.
ramakrishnavivekananda.info,
and have been taken from the
booklet: Dattaprasad Dabholkar,
“Rationalist, Scientific, Socialist
Vivekananda”, www.lokayat.org.in.)
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Global Inequality in a Time of Climate Emergency
Tom Athanasiou
Something has changed, as
most everyone in the climate
movement agrees, and we have
plenty of signposts that track the
shift, from David Wallace-Well’s
2017 New York Magazine piece,
The Uninhabitable Earth, to last
year’s Deep Adaptation: A Map
for Navigating Climate Tragedy, a
paper downloaded by the hundreds
of thousands. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change made the
shift official with its own dramatic
contribution, the landmark Special
Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C.
All of a sudden, the air has
become crisper, the view clearer,
the danger before us more obvious.
Classic climate denialism has lost
its legitimacy and stands revealed
as just a right-wing scam. And
everyone knows it. How could we
not? The natural world has given
us rainstorms and firestorms as
reminders. Innovative new activism
has given us the Green New Deal,
a watershed by any reckoning, and
the Extinction Rebellion has given
us its unforgettable new protest
exhortation: “Tell the truth!”
If we had to choose one voice,
one single slogan, to represent the
pivot we’re now passing through,
as Wen Stephenson suggests in
the Nation, we might well pick the
Czech playwright and ex-president
Vaclav Havel and his notion of
“living in truth.” More of us are
choosing to live that life. We’ve
become sick of the lies. Even the
comforting lies.
So where does this all leave us?
Three key points.
First, despair is looming, and
for good reason. Take a look at

Trajectories of the Earth System
in the Anthropocene, the so-called
“Hothouse Earth” paper, or at
least know its bottom line: Our
environmental “tipping points” have
actually become “tipping cascades,”
and these cascades, once they really
get moving, will amplify each other
in ways all but impossible to stop.
By the time our global temperatures
arrive at 2°C, if indeed they do,
we will face a real risk of runaway
feedback.
Second, we have the technology,
and the money, to save ourselves.
Take a look at the ongoing work
of Project Drawdown or skim
Carbon Tracker ’s 2020 Vision
report. Encouragement everywhere,
along the lines of “superconducting
windmill generators and utility-scale
flow batteries.” As for the money,
suffice it to say that “we” will have
plenty of it, plenty of financial and
institutional capacity, once we pry
this capacity out of the hands, or
rather the tax havens, of the elites.
Third, we have to prepare for the
possibility of a proper awakening.
We can certainly hope that the
more people understand the depth
of the danger—the Earth will be
fine, but many species will not
make it, and our civilisation may
not either—the greater will grow
people’s frustration, their anger,
and their willingness to contemplate
transformations appropriately scaled
to the danger. But “living in truth,”
by itself, cannot be a transition
strategy, just a beginning. If we plan
on “living in truth,” we had best go
all the way.
We stand now in an awkward
spot: We know how much trouble

we’re in, but we don’t know what
we’re going to do about it. More
precisely, we don’t have a strategy, or
even a positive, attractive transition
story that we actually believe in, in
the sense of believing we have a
transition plan that could actually
meet the challenge. We won’t
have this believable plan until we
recognise the ultimate “truth”: that
our climate crisis remains inherently
and irreducibly global. Our response
must be the same.
Two things will save our
civilisation. The green technology
revolution, now arriving in force,
offers up the first. But we also
need sustained and visionary
planetary-scale cooperation, and
such cooperation will only be
possible if our climate mobilisation
simultaneously mitigates today’s
levels of extreme economic
inequality. Economic justice at the
international level has to be part of
our core story.
Inequality amounts to more, we
need to realise, than just a problem
of poverty. We have fundamentally
a problem of wealth. The Climate
Equity Reference Project is working
to clarify this problem, and I’m
going to take the liberty here to pull a
few charts it has prepared to support
the Civil Society Equity Review
Coalition, an effort now evaluating
the fairness—and unfairness—of the
national pledges of action emerging
under the Paris Agreement signed
in 2015.
Consider the “champagne glass”
in Chart 1, a figure that represents
the income distribution of humanity
as a whole. This stacked figure’s ten
deciles each represent the income of
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Chart 1: Income Distribution for Humanity as a Whole

one tenth of our global population,
and you’ll quickly notice that this
champagne glass doesn’t look like
any glass you’d actually want to
put to your lips. That’s because our
global income distribution stats
define a very sharp edge indeed, with
the richest 10 percent of humanity—
the dark gray decile—receiving 52
percent of all global income and the
richest 1 percent and 0.1 percent
receiving an outsized share of that
total.
In contrast, the poorest half of
the world’s people—the five lowest
population deciles that define the
stem of the glass—receive less than
one-tenth of total global income,
an amazingly radical stratification
that cannot be justified by any
even remotely defensible theory of
justice.
But step back a second. Why is
this discussion about climate crisis
talking about income distribution?
The first reason: Greenhouse
gas emissions, whether calculated
for individuals, nations, or income
groups, highly correlate with income.
The second: Today’s extreme
levels of income stratification—
and, even more fundamentally,
wealth stratification—have become

a global existential danger. Extreme
economic inequality turns out to be
a social poison that makes it almost
impossible for us to mobilise to save
ourselves and our civilisation.
Note that, as per the champagne
glass in Chart 1, our wealthiest
live starkly different lives from
our poorest, many of whom (still)
survive on less than $2 per day
and in so doing generate an almost
negligible amount of greenhouse gas
emissions.
Between these two extremely
rich and poor groups sits what many
call the “global middle class,” a term
hardly appropriate when applied
to the middle of the global income
distribution, given the rich-world
connotations of comfort and security
that come with middle-class status.
In fact, most of the people in the socalled “global middle class” rate as
extremely poor.
Consider an individual with an
income of $20 per day. That income
may be ten times higher than an
abject poverty threshold of $2 per
day, but even at this $20 level almost
all household income immediately
goes to the daily struggle of
meeting basic needs. Fully twothirds of humanity live on less than

$20-per-day, including nearly half
of the “middle” 40 percent in our
champagne glass.
Disparities in emissions closely
parallel disparities in income.
Wealthy people overwhelmingly
reside within the world’s wealthy
countries, and their “luxury
emissions”—to use the jargon of the
global climate justice movement—
support lifestyles that simply cannot,
without some extremely hypothetical
technological miracle, be shared by
all. Clearly, in any fair approach
to international cooperation, these
wealthy populations, with their
luxury emissions, would be treated
differently from poorer populations.
We can approach the issues here
by taking a different view of the
three global income classes defined
in the champagne glass above, this
time focusing on the nations from
where the members of these classes
hail. Chart 2 offers that different
view, with three pie charts that
represent, by their sizes, the share of
global income that goes to the top 10
percent, the middle 40 percent, and
the bottom 50 percent of the global
population distribution.
As you can see from the top pie
chart, the majority of the people in
the top 10 percent live as citizens of
the “old rich” countries, more than
half in the United States, Canada,
and the European Union, with
many of the others from Japan, New
Zealand, and Australia. Notably,
a good fraction does go to people
from China, though even at this very
rough level of detail—the global top
10 percent hardly consists of only
the truly wealthy—we see far fewer
Chinese than Americans and far, far
fewer in per-capita terms. (Note:
ROW means Rest of World in Chart
2.) Global emissions, the New York
Times recently told us, could be cut
by a third if humanity’s richest 10
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Chart 2: Share of Global
Income Going
to Various Income Groups

percent cut its use of energy to the
same level as affluent, comfortable
Europe.” Our globe’s richest 10
percent—the richest 500 million
adults—bear responsibility for about
50 percent of all global emissions.
The second pie chart, sized to
represent the middle 40 percent
of the global income distribution,
defines a considerable range of
incomes. This middle class contains
far more Chinese than does the top
decile. It also contains significant
numbers of people from the United
States and Europe. The crucial point
here: At home, many “middle 40
percent” people would be considered
poor. But in the global scheme of
things they rate as not so very poor,
a critical point that helps us think
about the justice of rich-world
consumption patterns.
The third pie chart’s most
notable feature? Its small size. This
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chart represents half of the world’s
people, the poorer half, and the
people in it rate as very poor indeed.
They receive less than a tenth of
global total income. Note, too, that
some very poor people do live in
the United States, Europe, and other
regions of the developed world. But
the developed world does not have
enough of them to rate a visible slice
of the bottom pie chart.
In all this, the single most
important takeaway has to be that
our “twice divided world”—riven
on one axis between the rich and the
poor and on another by the North and
the South—gives almost everyone
good reason to feel confused, angry
and afraid. This is no small thing.
To face the rigours of emergency
climate mobilisation, we need to
stand together. Our inequality makes
this standing together more difficult.
In particular, the dynamics of
globalisation as they have unfolded
under neoliberal capitalism have
pitted the rich-world’s poor against
the poor-world’s poor struggling
to enter the “global middle class.”
The poisonous consequences of
this tension have become obvious
everywhere.
Then we have the problem of
the truly rich, who elude the analysis
above. These rich do not all reside
in wealthy countries. To be sure,
the “old rich” countries do host
the vast majority of the rich—12
percent of Americans rest in the
global 1 percent, a group with an
entry threshold of about a million
dollars. But top 1 percenters appear
everywhere. Even poor countries
like India have a small wealthy
stratum, full of deep pockets who
share an inherent conflict of interest.
How to sort all this out? One
good way: Look at where the
money—and the capacity to address
the climate crisis—actually sits.

Taking this look gives us a nuanced
picture that both resembles and
refutes the classic model of the
post-colonial world and its globe
divided between “developed” and
“developing” countries. It’s not quite
like that anymore.
Zoom in from the global 1
percent to the world’s “ultra-high
net worth individuals,” the elite the
annual Credit Suisse Global Wealth
Report defines as having at least
$50 million, and you’ll see that 47
percent of these ultra-rich reside
in the United States, 22 percent in
Europe, and 11 percent in China. In
this distribution, the shape of history
remains still clearly visible, but so
does the emerging world, which
if recent trends continue stands
primed to see an income-distribution
convergence between China and the
United States.
All this weighs heavily on the
climate transition, for inequalities
in wealth translate directly into
inequalities in power. Wealthy elites
set frames and agendas and also
overbear fragile democracies with
their preferences. They engineer
trade relations that undermine
community resilience around the
world, spread disinformation, and
sabotage efforts to mobilise at a
necessary scale. This power explains
a big part of why we’ve arrived at our
current reckoning. And, remember,
we could easily have worse to come.
Societies under environmental
pressure tend to stumble toward
collapse when their elites, those who
set collective priorities and allocate
resources, distance themselves from
the realities and afflictions of their
population as a whole and come to
act so much by the logic of narrow
self-interest that they become blind
to the larger predicament. We can
say the same for a world where rich
countries let poor countries fall to
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famine and rising seas, blind to the
near certainty that, down this road,
they will ultimately share the same
fate.
If we’re going to stabilise the
climate system, we’re going to
have to do so within the politicaleconomic maelstrom of our twicedivided world, and we had best
give some time to understanding its
dynamics. These dynamics, to be
sure, go beyond income—race in
particular rates a critically important
force in human affairs, and so
do other dimensions of structural
oppression—but it’s fair to say that
the forces now buffeting society rest
rooted in extreme income inequality.
Unfortunately, we’re not exactly
on the road to centering inequality in
our thinking. But then again, we’re
not on the road to centering any
really global view of the climate
challenge, and this absolutely must
change. Today’s Green New Deal
vision, fantastically useful though it
may be for foregrounding domestic
inequality, does not seem likely to do
the same for international inequality.
The US Green New Deal
has, thankfully, made a tentative
move towards global solidarity,
recognising this past February the
need to “help other countries achieve
a Green New Deal,” though offering
nothing substantive to back this up.
Minimally, every national campaign
needs an international justice plank,
because we’re not going to get
anywhere near the Paris temperature
targets without international sharing
and cooperation. And we’re not
going to get near those targets either
without taking the global justice
challenge into proper account,
for the simple reason that any
meaningfully deep and rapid global
climate mobilisation is going to be
expensive. We’re going to have to
figure out how to pay for it.

I’d like to suggest that we think
about Paris, the Green New Deal,
and the green technology revolution
as building blocks. The question
becomes how to put them together.
We will clearly need to redirect
trillion-dollar investment flows from
the “brown” projects that attract
them to green projects, and that in
turn will mean thinking globally,
pumping massive amounts of public
money into a Green Climate Fund
and other cooperation mechanisms
that can animate the Paris system.
In practice, this will mean
achieving the first-round pledges of
national action, all around the world,
even as we push our respective
nations—poor nations as well as
wealthy nations—to put stronger
pledges on the books. Remember
the IPCC deadline: We need to be
aiming for a global emissions level
about 45 percent below the 2010
level by 2030. We’re not going to
hit that target with bottom-up action
alone.

To meet that target with a
properly scaled response, we’ll have
to get down to hard and practical
questions about making the climate
transition fair, globally as well as
within wealthy nations like the
United States. And that will mean a
kind of transformational justice, yet
to be fully invented, that takes proper
account of both the national rich and
the global rich on one side and the
national poor and the global poor
on the other. Both of these divides
could not be more real. Both, taken
together, define our real conditions
of life.
Our bottom lines? Most people
on our planet remain very poor, and
the global rich have a lot of money.
They also have the power to decide
whether we sink or swim. Think
about it.
(Tom Athanasiou currently codirects the Climate Equity Reference
Project.)

Letter to the Election Commission of India
Written by 64 former civil servants, endorsed by 83 veterans, academics
and other concerned citizens.
Shri Sunil Arora,
Chief Election Commissioner,
Shri Ashok Lavasa,
Election Commissioner,
Shri Sushil Chandra,
Election Commissioner,
Election Commission of India.
Sirs,
Serious Irregularities in the
Conduct of General Elections,
2019

•

We are a group of former civil
servants that takes up, from time to

time, matters of exceptional national
interest, seeking to remind our
cherished democratic institutions
of their responsibility to uphold
the lofty ideals of the Constitution.
We write to you today to draw
your attention to the several very
troubling and still unexplained
issues pertaining to the conduct
of the General Elections, 2019, by
the Election Commission of India
(ECI).

•

From time to time, the media
has reported on various irregularities
in the conduct of the 2019 General
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Elections. While we accept that not
every media report is accurate or
true, the ECI’s non-rebuttal of an
untrue or inaccurate story leaves the
public to draw its own conclusion:
that the ECI has no valid explanation
to offer. The mere dismissal of the
allegations as baseless, without an
explanation as to why they should be
so considered, is unsatisfactory. As
the custodian of the most precious
commodity in a democracy – the
people’s mandate – it is your duty
to be transparent, and accountable
to the Constitution and the people
of India.

•

The 2019 General Elections
appear to have been one of the least
free and fair elections that the country
has had in the past three decades or
so. In the past, despite the efforts of
criminal elements, musclemen, and
unscrupulous politicians, the persons
who graced the ECI did their best to
ensure that elections were conducted
as freely and fairly as possible. In
these General Elections, however,
an impression has gathered ground
that our democratic process is being
subverted and undermined by the very
constitutional authority empowered
to safeguard its sanctity. It was rare
in the past for any serious doubts
to be raised about the impartiality,
integrity and competence of the ECI.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be
said about the present ECI and the
way it has conducted the General
Elections of 2019. So blatant have
been the acts of omission and
commission by the ECI that even
former Elections Commissioners
and CECs have been compelled,
albeit reluctantly, to question the
decisions of their successors in
office.

•

The bias of the Election
Commission towards one particular
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party became evident from the date of
announcement of the elections. The
announcements of the 2004, 2009
and 2014 Lok Sabha Elections were
made by the ECI on February 29,
March 1 and March 5 respectively
of those years. The announcements
of State Assembly elections, due
in April-May, also used to be
made between March 1 and March
5. But this convention was not
followed for the 2019 Lok Sabha
Election and the announcement was
delayed, without any explanation
or justification, till March 10, 2019.
This led to the reasonable doubt
that the ECI deliberately delayed
the announcement to enable Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to complete
the inauguration blitz of a slew
of projects (157 of them) that he
had scheduled between February
8 and March 9. Instead of the
government adjusting the dates
of its inaugural functions to the
ECI’s (well known) schedule for
announcement of elections, we have
here a case of the ECI adjusting
itself to the government’s schedule,
thereby raising questions about its
independence and impartiality.

•

The election schedule raised
many eyebrows. It was the longest
election in the country’s history, and
gave room for suspicion that it had
openly and unabashedly favoured
the ruling party at the Centre. There
was no apparent rationale to the
number of polling days fixed for
different States. In States like Tamil
Nadu (39 seats), Kerala (20), Andhra
Pradesh (25) and Telangana (17)
where the BJP is weak and had no
likelihood of winning, the polling
was held in a single phase. In
States with comparable or fewer
Lok Sabha constituencies such as
Karnataka (28), Madhya Pradesh
(29), Rajasthan (25) and Odisha

(21), where the BJP faced tough
competition or was likely to gain
ground, the polling was scheduled
in multiple phases, possibly to give
the Prime Minister more time for
campaigning. The polling for the
Varanasi constituency from where
the Prime Minister contested was
conveniently slotted in the last phase
of polling on May 19, 2019.

•

Several reports were published
in the media of large scale voter
exclusion[1], with some reports
suggesting that voters from certain
minority groups were the most
affected. While we do not believe
that these charges were necessarily
true, it was incumbent upon the ECI
to investigate them and respond
promptly. Many voters who had
exercised their mandates in earlier
elections found their names missing.
The ECI’s failure to effectively
answer these allegations further
tarnished its reputation.

•

The blatant flouting of the Model
Code of Conduct (MCC) by many
candidates, in particular the making
of hate speeches and communally
loaded statements by candidates,
primarily of the BJP, was, initially,
blithely ignored by the ECI on the
plea that it had no powers to take
action. For example, Mr. Amit Shah
was reported to have said that illegal
immigrants would be thrown into
the Bay of Bengal[2], a statement
which clearly invited action under
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
the Representation of People Act.
Only when pulled up by the Supreme
Court did the ECI suddenly discover
its powers, even then exercising
them selectively on the small fry and
ignoring the more egregious cases
of violation by the Prime Minister
and the BJP Party President. Even
the strongest action that it took, viz.
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the curtailing of the campaigning
in the last phase in West Bengal,
was done in a manner so that the
PM’s campaign could be completed
before the ban came into effect. Its
partisanship confirmed, the approach
of the ECI further emboldened the
Prime Minister, Mr. Amit Shah and
other party representatives.

•

The Prime Minister’s blatant
misuse of the Pulwama and Balakot
issues to whip up nationalistic, or
more correctly, jingoistic fervour
and channel it in favour of the BJP
was another shocking violation of
the MCC. The Election Commission
strangely did not even issue a show
cause notice to the PM for these
repeated violations though the
incidents were reported by the
State Election Commissioners and
there was a divide within the ECI
itself on whether or not there was
a breach of the MCC. The ECI
ignored the difference of opinion and
merely dismissed the incidents. The
dissenting opinions of Commissioner
Ashok Lavasa should have been
published as is done in the case of the
judiciary. In our opinion, Article 19
of the Constitution and the citizens’
right to information have been
violated.

•

The bias of the ECI was glaringly
apparent in the case relating to Mr.
Mohammed Mohsin, the IAS officer
who was sent to Odisha as a special
election observer. Mr. Mohsin was
suspended for checking the PM’s
helicopter for any non-permissible
cargo. According to the ECI, the
official had not acted in conformity
w i t h t h e E C I ’s i n s t r u c t i o n s
of not checking SPG protected
persons. Constitutional obligations
were trumped by administrative
instructions. It was pointed out, even
at that time, that similar checks had

been carried out on the helicopters of
the Odisha CM Mr. Naveen Patnaik
and the then Petroleum Minister
Mr. Dharmendra Pradhan, with
no objections from the dignitaries
concerned. However, the ECI could
not and did not explain its double
standards.

•

A serious matter in which the
ECI exonerated the government
of wrongdoing was the misuse of
official machinery. The Niti Aayog
had officially written to the various
UTs and some districts in the country
to provide local information about
the area since the PM was likely to
visit these places. This was done so
that the information could be used
in the Prime Minister’s election
campaigns. Even though this was
a blatant violation of the MCC, the
EC merely dismissed the complaint.
Why did the ECI treat the MCC in
such a cavalier fashion and apply
it in so obviously discriminatory a
manner? Action was also called for
under the Representation of People
Act.

•

The refusal of the ECI to take
note of the many media violations
– particularly by the ruling party
– caused a great deal of concern
to the public. The most blatant
violation of this was the opening
of a new channel called Namo
TV which continuously telecast
speeches and events about the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. Namo
TV had, strangely, neither obtained
permission from the Information
and Broadcasting Ministry to go
on air nor had it complied with the
many regulations necessary to start
a new channel. Even though the ECI
ordered the channel to be closed,
Namo TV continued to telecast
almost until the end of the elections.
Procrastination, silence and inaction

characterized ECI’s responses in
so many matters. There were other
violations as well: a programme
anchored by the actor Akshay Kumar
centred on the PM’s unofficial
persona, which was telecast by
several TV channels while the
elections were underway, giving the
PM’s campaign an undue edge over
those of others; the media attention
given to the PM’s meditation in a
cave in Kedarnath, even while the
last phase of the polling was going
on was another such instance. As
far as we are aware, none of these
expenses have been added to the
PM’s electoral expenses.

•

In terms of transparency of
electoral funding, this election was
the most opaque ever, both because
of the widespread use of electoral
bonds, and also because of the
enormous amounts of cash, gold
and drugs, amounting to Rs 3456
crores, which were seized during the
polls. While the ECI acted strongly
in the matter of the seizure of cash
in Tamilnadu, cancelling the polling
in one Parliamentary constituency,
it has not acted as strongly in other
cases. Though Rs 1.8 crore was
recovered from the Arunachal CM’s
convoy, there is no information of
what action was taken by the ECI on
this clear violation of rule and norm.
Where, one might ask, was the level
playing field?

•

The use of Electronic Voting
Machines (EVMs) for polling has
been a subject of much controversy.
Despite the ECI’s repeated statements
that the EVMs used in India are
tamper-proof, doubts on that score
have persisted, particularly because
the ECI has not been transparent
in its responses to various reports.
There were widespread reports
of a mismatch in the number of
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EVMs manufactured by the two
authorized PSUs and those in the
inventory of the ECI. According
to one media report[3], responses
to an RTI query have revealed that
as many as 20 lakh EVMs that
the manufacturers affirm having
delivered to the ECI were apparently
not in the ECI’s possession. To
queries about this huge discrepancy,
the ECI’s response[4] has been a
bland denial, leaving no-one any the
wiser. Complete facts and figures
need to be revealed for public
scrutiny.

•

People’s confidence in the EVMs
would have been greater if the ECI
had been more cooperative about
using the Voter Verifiable Paper
Audit Trail (VVPATs) in a manner
that would confirm the results of
the EVMs, but from the beginning
the ECI was extremely reluctant to
match the number of votes recorded
in EVMs with the votes in the
VVPAT machines on any significant
scale, despite representations by
different groups, including political
parties. The ECI stated that tallying
the votes of 50% of the VVPATs with
the EVMs would take about 6 days
(even though it is a well-known fact
that in the past 100% of paper ballots
were counted in 12 – 18 hours). The
ECI insisted that the purpose of
verification would be served if such
tallying was done in only one EVM
per Assembly constituency. On the
insistence of the Supreme Court, the
ECI agreed to increase this number
to 5 EVMs per constituency The
ECI’s refusal to listen to, and accept,
globally adopted statistical tools to
determine the number of VVPATs
that need to be counted to rule out
any errors, or to lay down the steps
that would have to be taken in case
of a mismatch between the EVM
and VVPAT counts, has left a cloud
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of confusion in the mind of the
electorate.[5]

•

Between the last day of polling
and Counting Day, there were
several reports of unexplained
movement of EVMs[6] to and
from the strong rooms in various
states. These movements have not
been satisfactorily explained, and
the ECI’s bland denial[7], without
explaining exactly which EVMs
were being transported, and why,
does not inspire trust or confidence.

•

The request by a large number of
parties to tally the EVM and VVPAT
votes at the beginning of Counting
Day was also turned down by the
ECI without any specific reason.
This was a simple request and would
have satisfied many of the political
parties. In fact, at every stage the
ECI has refused to accommodate
any request that could bolster the
confidence of the electorate that the
elections were conducted freely and
fairly. Matching of five VVPATs as
mandated by the SC was relegated to
the end of the counting process – so
that few would remain to watch the
outcome. The result of this exercise
is not quite clear from the media
reports. It appears, though, that the
mismatch between the number of
votes cast, the numbers recorded by
the EVMs, and as reported in the
VVPATs[8] has been quite numerous
– some media reports put the number
at affecting more than 370 Lok
Sabha Constituencies.[9]

•

Reports about the mismatch
in EVM, VVPAT and votes cast
numbers are being explained away
as being insignificant, since in almost
all the cases, the victory margin
(almost invariably of candidates
put up by the BJP or its allies) is far
greater than the discrepancy[10].

During the paper ballot days,
discrepancies in counting used to
be ignored if they were too small to
make a difference to the final result.
But that logic does not apply to
VVPAT-based audit of EVMs. Here,
even a small discrepancy between
the EVM count and the VVPAT in
the chosen sample of EVMs, and
a small discrepancy between the
EVM count and the votes polled in
a polling booth as reported by the
Presiding Officer in Form 17C at the
end of the poling day are very serious
matters and are symptomatic of a
greater malaise. While the Returning
Officers and even Counting Agents
may be taking it lightly due to
deficiency in their understanding
of an appropriate statistical sample,
surely the ECI knows better.
Accepting this argument is akin
to an accountant saying that in
a balance sheet of crores, an unreconciled few hundred rupees
do not matter, and the accounts
should be accepted. When we are
using electronic systems, even a
discrepancy of one vote throws the
entire election into doubt.

•

A well-known academic
recently wrote,”….we can only
raise questions on the basis of
scattered information available to
us. It is not our job as citizens to
offer proof of wrong-doing of the
highest institutions of the land,
when these institutions function in
so opaque a manner. It is our job
to raise questions about visible
anomalies. It is the responsibility of
the Election Commission to explain
the anomalies.”[11]

•

Our Election Commission used
to be the envy of the entire world,
including developed countries, for
its ability to conduct free and fair
elections despite the huge logistical
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challenges and the hundreds of
millions of voters. It is indeed,
saddening to witness the process
of the demise of that legacy. If it
continues, it is bound to strike at the
very heart of that founding document
the people of India proudly gave
themselves – the Constitution of
India – and the democratic ethos
that is the very basis of the Indian
Republic.

•

Viewed in totality, there is no
doubt that the mandate of 2019 has
been thrown into serious doubt. The
concerns raised are too central to
the well-being of our democracy for
the ECI to leave unexplained. In the
interests of ensuring that this never
happens again, the ECI needs to proactively issue public clarifications
in respect of each of these reported
irregularities, and put in place steps
to prevent such incidents from
occurring in future. This is essential
to restore the people’s faith in our
electoral process.
Yours sincerely,
Signed by:

S . P. A m b r o s e I A S ( R e t d . ) ,
Mohinderpal Aulakh,
G . B a l a c h a n d h r a n , Va p p a l a
Balachandran, Gopalan Balagopal,
Chandrashekhar Balakrishnan,
Sharad Behar, Madhu Bhaduri,
Pradip Bhattacharya and several
other retired senior civil servants.
Endorsed by:
Admiral L.Ramdas, Admiral Vishnu
Bhagwat, Lt Gen C.A.Barretto,
Lt Gen Vijay Oberoi, Abhay Kumar
Dubey, Abhijit Roy, and several
other veterans, academics and other
concerned citizens.

The Lie Of The Century
Jafar M. Ramini
Well it’s happened. It’s real. Mr
Jared Kushner, the son-in-law and
Senior Advisor of President Trump
has delivered 136 pages of lies,
suppositions and conjuring tricks
to seduce or compel us Palestinians
to accept our fate and surrender our
rights. What rights? As far as this
document is concerned Palestinians
have no rights whatsoever and as
for a Palestinian perspective, what
is that?
The Palestinians were not
even invited to Manama, let alone
considered. What about the Israelis?
Were they there? Were they invited?
On the face of it, no, but in reality
they were amply represented. What is
Jared Kushner if not the team captain
for the Greater Israel Project? After
all, he is Jewish, an ardent Zionist,
an investor in the illegal settlements
in Palestine and an advocate, par
excellence, for Israeli survival and
supremacy.
The Lie Of The Century, as
I call it, is just that. A lie. From
beginning to end, every word, every
supposition of this long-winded
deception is to ensure that the
Greater Israel Project will advance
unhindered and we, the Palestinians,
are to accept the crumbs off the table
of our land-lords. Or perish.
But, hang on a minute, how
could an occupier who seized our
land by brute force be made a
legitimate land-lord over us? The
answer is simple. In the Trumpian
universe all that matters are power
and Mammon. Isn’t this what the
‘Deal of The Century’ is all about?
American/Israeli power exercised
over us Palestinians without mercy?

And what about the money? Oh
yes, there is money, but it is not
American nor Israeli money. It’s
Arab money. To be extorted from
despotic, Arabic regimes in the Gulf,
as per usual. Trump demands and
the Arab Regimes of the Gulf and
Saudi Arabia oblige. If they don’t,
as Mr Trump intimated, their shaky
thrones wouldn’t last a week without
US protection.
Mr Kushner promised $50
billion in Arab money to be divided
between Palestine, Jordan and
Egypt. Nowhere in the document
was there any mention of Palestinian
political rights, the right of return of
the Palestinian refugees or even the
Israeli occupation of Palestine. All
was conveniently kicked into touch
because it doesn’t matter, you see.
What matters is Israeli survival and
supremacy and the continued, rapid
march of the Greater Israel Project.
I say ‘rapid march’ because who
is to stop it? The Palestinians do not
have an army, an airforce, a navy or
even a coalition to stop this march.
Jordan has already succumbed to
American threats and promises of
prosperity. The same goes for Egypt.
Especially under the hand-picked
President Abdul Fatah Alsisi, whose
sole purpose is to neuter Egypt and
serve as a facilitator for American
and Israeli hegemony in our area.
Syria? Western powers, Israel
and despotic Arab/Muslim states
have made sure that Syria is taken
out of the equation by embroiling
it in a 7-year long devastating war.
The Gulf States? Saudi Arabia?
Instead of stopping this advance of
Greater Israel they are facilitating
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it by making a frantic rush towards
normalisation with Israel and to
form a coalition of the willing to
combat a perceived threat from
another Muslim country, Iran. The
honourable exception is the State of
Kuwait who refused to attend this
farce and reaffirmed its total support
of Palestinian rights and aspirations.
Let’s look closely at the word,
‘surrender’. Many of you might
remember an article I wrote recently
entitled, ‘Surrender Or Die’. It
didn’t take too long for the Israelis
to prove me right. There it is. From
the Grand weasel’s mouth, none
other than Danny Danon, the Israeli
Ambassador to the UN. In an article
entitled, ‘What’s Wrong With
Palestinian Surrender”, published
in the New York Times on June
24th, one day before the Manama
‘Workshop’, he wrote, “Surrender
is the recognition that in a contest,
staying the course will prove costlier
than submission.”
There you have it. To the victor
the spoils.
And then comes the other
Grand Weasel, Mr Jared Kushner,
to deliver the message of surrender
to a room full of weasels. All these
aforementioned weasels, who have
been gnawing at our heels for over
a century omitted to consider one
vital point. The Palestinian character
and pride.
Surrender is not in our character.
We’d rather die standing up,
defending our rights than exist,
kneeling at the feet of our selfappointed land-lords and benefactors.
Just in case any of those weasels
calling for our surrender might have
any interest in what we Palestinians
want, here is how Executive Member
of the PLO, Dr Hanan Ashrawi, put
it.:
“First lift the seize of Gaza, stop
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the Israeli theft of our land, resources
and funds, give us our freedom of
movement and control over our
borders, airspace, territorial waters,
etc. Then watch us build a vibrant
and prosperous economy as a free
and sovereign people.”

[Jafar M. Ramini is a Palestinian
writer and political analyst. He was
born in Jenin (a Palestinian city in
West Bank) and was just five years
old when he and his family were
forced to flee the terror of the Urgun
and Stern gangs. He is presently
based in London.]

Budget Blues for an Economy in Red
Subodh Varma
In February this year, the
outgoing Modi government
presented an Interim Budget since
general elections were imminent.
The ruling BJP won a decisive
mandate again and so, it will be the
same BJP government led by the
same prime minister that will present
the full Budget on July 5. The
only change is that India now has
a new finance minister in Nirmala
Sitharaman – but that’s unlikely to
change anything.
The economy of the country has,
however, slowly but surely drifted
into a deeper crisis. Some of it is
systemic, some accidental. Whether
the government has the wherewithal
– both in terms of vision as well as
resources – to tackle this crisis will
become clear in the Budget. Have
a look at the looming dark clouds.
Agriculture
The biggest worry at present is
the uncertainty of monsoon rains.
After four consecutive deficient
monsoons (that left parts of the
country drought-stricken), the
current monsoon too is delayed.
This has meant that farmers have
postponed sowing, not knowing
whether rains will come, and if so,
when. In all, about 25% less area

Table: Sowing Status for
Kharif, 2019
Rice
Pulses
Coarse Cereals
Oilseeds
Sugarcane
Jute and Mesta
Cotton
Total

Shortfall (%)
– 24
– 70
– 25
– 44
5
–8
– 41
– 25

has been sowed for the kharif season
compared to the normal, which is an
average of the previous five seasons.
As can be seen from the table
above, derived from the All India
Crop Situation Report for the week
dated June 28, shortfall in sowing is
as much as 70% in pulses, 44% in
oilseeds and 41% in cotton. For rice,
it is 24%, similar to coarse cereals.
All this can change if the
monsoon advances quickly. There
is a lot of flexibility for the farmers
in sowing times. But the sands are
running out fast, the window is
closing. Another deficient monsoon
and the farmers’ misery will increase
exponentially. The government may
be banking on giving Rs 6,000 to
every farmer (extending the earlier
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Chart 1: Index of Industrial Production 2018-19

Chart 2: Annual Manufacturing Credit Growth (%)

scheme which was limited to small
and marginal farmers), but that is
peanuts compared to the immense
losses farmers will suffer if the
monsoon falters. Remember: 55%
of India’s cultivation is still rain-fed,
that is, it draws sustenance from
monsoon rains, not irrigation.
Industry
The situation is far more serious
in the industrial sector. Over the
last year, the Index of Industrial
Production (IIP) has remained
more or less stagnant, as can be
seen from the chart 1, derived from
official data. What this means is
that there is virtually no growth

in industrial production across all
sectors represented by the composite
index. This means that there is no
growth in employment.
Now, take a look at the chart
2 which gives the growth in bank
credit to the manufacturing sector.
This is a measure of how much
expansion in productive capacity is
taking place, because bank credit is
used for that purpose primarily.
There is barely any growth after
2015. Industrialists are not wanting
more credit because they don’t see
any point in expanding productive
capacities. Why? Because there
is insufficient demand for their
products.

There are several other
indicators that confirm this industrial
slowdown. Petroleum product
consumption has slowed down.
Consumption of industrial fuels,
including furnace oil, pet coke,
bitumen and others, declined by
8.4% and 9.3%, continuing with
the weak trend marked since August
2018. Goods movement on Indian
Railways, was growing at only
2.9% year on year in May 2019,
slower than most months of 2017-18
and 2018-19, according to Centre
for Monitoring Indian Economy
(CMIE). Movement of pig iron, steel
and cement also has slowed down.
Air cargo traffic has slipped into
negative territory in April 2019. At
ports, commodity traffic increased,
but mainly because of an 11% rise
in oil imports.
Meanwhile, merchandise trade
deficit increased to $30.7 billion in
April-May of 2019, up from $28.3
billion in the same period last year.
Export earnings grew by just 2.4%
in this period compared to 12-13%
growth last year, according to CMIE.
Passenger car sales have
dropped to a 23-month low, and
two-wheeler sales fell for the fifth
month consecutively. Commercial
vehicles sales declined for the sixth
straight month. All of this shows that
the industrial sector is in the grips
of a crisis.
Employment
The continuing crisis in jobs
will only deepen as the economy
slows down, and additionally, if the
monsoon fails. Unemployment is
already steady at 7-8% according to
CMIE. There were 404.25 million
people employed in India according
to the latest estimates from the
January-April 2019 CMIE survey
data. This means that 1.5 million
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jobs were lost since the same period
last year and 4.7 million job losses
since January-April 2017. In a
country where new job creation is
in doldrums, this steady losses in
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jobs is speaks of the grave crisis
that is afflicting the economy and
the people.
How the Modi government is
going to address these strains –

cracks, really – in the economy will
be seen on July 5 when the Budget
is presented. But going by past
experience, there is not much hope.

AMLO’s Policies in Mexico a Year After Winning Elections
Katu Arkonada
One year after a popular
insurrection of people at the polls
on July 1, 2018, that led to the
victory of Andrés Manuel López
Obrador (AMLO) in the Presidential
elections in Mexico, he is trying to
do his best to rebuild the nation.
The challenge is enormous; even
though the President is moved by a
deep yearning for social justice, he
is finding that fundamental change is
much more than banishing structural
corruption in the federal government,
and that to build something new
there has to be a dismantling of the
old neoliberal and colonial state that
sits on very solid foundations.
The past 12 months of AMLO’s
presidency can be summarised
into 10 keys that allow us to
understand a Mexico in the process
of transformation, even if it is not
as deep or as fast as we would like:
1. Economy at the centre:
The economy is the most important
key. Guaranteeing the material
living conditions of the population
must be the main objective of any
transformation process. Raising the
minimum wage by 16.2% in his
first month of governance was a
good way to start. The bottom line
is the redistribution, even if partial,
of wealth via social redistributive
programs. If social programs can
quickly reach millions of people,
as AMLO has proposed, along

with progressive labour reform that
increases the rights of the working
class, Mexico can return to the path
of growth and achieve the goal set by
AMLO of achieving a 4% increase in
GDP by the end of his 6-year term.
This formula of achieving growth on
the basis of an increase in domestic
demand in the short term, and (re)
industrialising the country in the
medium-long term, has worked with
considerable success in several other
countries of the Latin American
continent where progressive policies
are being implemented; even though
it frightens the right, this model
actually follows Keynes, not Marx.
2. Austerity, by example:
Before embarking on implementing
an economic agenda to transform
and genuinely develop the nation, to
set an example with his own praxis,
AMLO first took a firm decision of
practising republican austerity. He
has drastically reduced the thousands
of staff employed for presidential
security, reduced his own salary
and those of other public employees
getting very high salaries, sold off
the presidential plane, and declared
that he would continue to stay in
his own home and transformed the
lavish presidential residence and
compound into a museum.
3. Fighting poverty and
violence: These two are actually

interconnected, and so the fight
against each of them can only be
waged together. Central to the
implementation of the neoliberal
model in Mexico was the ‘shock
doctrine’. The consequent poverty
created the conditions for the
growing influence of criminal gangs
and narco-trafficking, which in turn
led to the most savage violence that
has left Mexico strewn with mass
graves. And the remains in these
graves have always been those of
Mexico’s indigenous communities,
of poor brown-skinned people.
Social programs should not only
aim at allowing the poor and the
indigenous communities drowned by
neoliberalism to breathe, but should
also lay the foundations for freeing
the masses from this entrapment of
poverty and violence in the medium
to long term. That he is serious about
healing the wounds of decades of
neoliberalism was made clear in
one of his first decisions that he
took after becoming president – on
December 3, he signed a decree
to create a special commission
to investigate the Ayotzinapa 43
case, in which 43 students from the
Ayotzinapa Rural Teachers' College
were kidnapped by the local criminal
gangs and killed on September 26,
2014. The appointment of Omar
Gómez Trejo as the head of the
Special Investigation and Litigation
Unit set up to investigate this case
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is particularly promising, given his
deep knowledge of the case and his
experience in international human
rights bodies. With this, AMLO has
made clear that the government is
serious about tackling organised
crime.
4. Criminal economy: Closely
accompanying the ‘shock doctrine’ is
Mexico’s criminal economy, which
includes but has become much
bigger than the narco economy, and
today represents more than 10% of
Mexico’s GDP. The ‘war on drugs’
waged by the previous presidents
was actually a sham; it did not
touch the criminal economy, which
continued to prosper, but on the
other hand has left behind a tally
of 250,000 dead and 40,000 people
missing. Tackling this criminal
economy is one of AMLO’s biggest
challenges. Among the measures
proposed by the president to tackle
this are: taking the military off
the streets and replacing them
with better-trained, better-paid,
more professional police; rewriting
drug laws to regulate marijuana
while pardoning nonviolent drug
offenders; providing reparations and
support for victims of the drug war;
and, ramping up social programs,
education, and job alternatives
in violent, poor regions. At some
point, he will also have to take on
the challenge of re-establishing
government contol over large parts
of the country that have virtually
been taken over by these criminal
gangs.
5. National Guard: A key role
in recovering territorial sovereignty
is going to be played by the National
Guard, a new police force proposed
by AMLO. With widespread
corruption in the local and state
police forces, who often are in

collusion with the criminal gangs
running riot in the country, setting
up a new security force that restores
sovereignty and security over
large parts of the national territory
is fundamental. While seeking
to enforce the law, the National
Guard must act with a human rights
perspective, not repressing social
protests, not repressing the migrants
who pass through Mexico—no
human being is illegal, it is the
mafias that transport and traffic
migrants that are illegal. Whether he
succeeds in setting up such a police
force, how it will be deployed, how
it will act, will be important issues
that determine how successful López
Obrador’s government has been at
the end of its six-year term.
6. Dealing with Trump: Another
of the challenges facing AMLO
is negotiating with the whimsical
White House tenant. AMLO knows
that between now and November
2020, when elections in the USA
are due, he is going to be subjected
to all kinds of pressures, including
political-economic blackmail, from
Trump. At some point, he will have
to confront Trump, and not give
in. For the present, he has chosen
a non-confrontationist path to gain
time, and so has agreed to send
the National Guard to the porous
southern border, a decision that has
provoked intense debate in Mexico
and led to much criticism. One
possible way in which AMLO can
put counter pressure on the USA is
by raising the issue of flow of illegal
money and arms from the USA into
Mexico: while drug trafficking and
human trafficking go in a southnorth direction, arms trafficking
and money laundering do so in the
opposite direction.

7. International Politics: While
he has repeated a thousand times
that the best foreign policy is a good
domestic policy, the role Mexico will
play in international politics will be
another important key for analysing
the AMLO presidency. That he will
not shirk from taking a progressive
stand is already obvious from the
stands being taken by Mexico in
the Venezuelan crisis. Mexico has
proposed a new four-stage process
to achieve peace in Venezuela,
that has come to be known as the
"Montevideo Mechanism". It has
also snubbed the so-called Lima
Group that describes the re-election
of President Nicolas Maduro as
“illegitimate,” preferring instead to
maintain good diplomatic relations
with the Venezuelan government.
Mexico is also hosting meeting
of several of the main progressive
leaders of Latin America in July this
year in Puebla, indicating that it is
gearing up to play a central role in
the new wave of left and nationalpopular movement of the continent.
8. Forthcoming Elections in
2021: Legislative elections are
scheduled to be held in Mexico in
2021, when voters will elect the 500
deputies to sit in the Chamber of
Deputies. AMLO has announced that
he will organise a recall referendum
on his presidency on the same date
as the federal elections, and if that
is not possible, just before that. This
will enable him to put himself at
the centre of the federal elections
too, helping his party, Morena, gain
control over the legislature.
9. Politicisation of the masses:
AMLO is seeking to involve the
masses in political debates. He
is touring the country regularly,
organising face to face meeting
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with people, discussing with them
his policies and inviting them to
voice their opinions and criticisms
and point out shortcomings.
He responds to questions from
journalists every morning. This
has helped politicise the country,
involve people in voicing opinion
on how the government should
prioritise its spending, make them
debate government policies. This
is one important way of deepening
democracy. This has led to a sharp
jump in his approval ratings to 70%,
well above the 53% that voted for
him on July 1, 2018.
10. Social and environmental
conflicts: One of the biggest
weaknesses of the so-called ‘fourth
transformation’ taking place in
the country is the numerous social
and environmental conflicts that
are taking place all across Mexico.
This is the legacy of the neoliberal
governments that have been in
power in Mexico for the past several
decades. That is why it is necessary
that all the big star megaprojects of
the AMLO government, from the
Dos Bocas refinery to the Mayan
Train—that will be passing through
an important and fragile ecological
corridor—must be implemented
with full respect for environmental
laws and agreements, together with
free, prior and informed consultation
with the indigenous peoples who
inhabit those territories.
These 10 keys display a
cartographic political and social map
of the fourth transformation. They
show the enormous and deep rooted
changes taking place, and also point
out some weaknesses and challenges
that the new government has to
confront as it attempts to advance the
fourth transformation. The reason
for pointing out the weaknesses is
to further the intense debate taking
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place in Mexico over the changes
being ushered in by Lopez Obrador.
It is true that AMLO is not
Chavez. If anything, he resembles
Lula during the time he was in
office, who without excessively
touching the interests of the elites,
transformed Brazil by lifting 40
million people out of poverty. But
AMLO has also promised that in the
second half of the six-year period,
structural constitutional reforms
will be made to expand rights and
guarantee social justice. It is to
be seen if the new government

can successfully implement a
progressive fiscal reform to deepen
the fourth transformation, getting
the rich and those who earn high
incomes to pay more taxes so that
the enormous poverty and inequality
gripping Mexico can be reduced.
[Courtesy:
Resumen
Latinoamericano, a California
(USA) based weekly newsletter that
publishes information in solidarity
with Latin America and the third
world.]

Four Ways in Which India's Water Blessings
Are Turning Into Disasters
Himanshu Thakkar
Blessings are complicated. They
come with a lot of attachments. And
if you cannot manage them, you
could invite disasters.
India is a blessed country in so
many ways as far as water endowment
is concerned. We are blessed with
monsoons, rivers, aquifers, the
Himalaya, rich traditional techniques
and management systems, to name
a few. But the cumulative impact of
our mismanagement over the last
several decades is now coming out
in the form of a many-headed crisis.
Unfortunately, the government
treats water management as its
exclusive monopoly. To call for
a people’s movement for water
conservation in such a situation
would be disingenuous, to say
the least—particularly when the
water resources establishment
is doing everything against sage
advice. For example, the KenBetwa river interlinking project, the
government’s top priority among

such projects, involves cutting
down 46 lakh trees in drought-prone
Bundelkhand to facilitate the export
of water to other areas. Imagine how
much water the 46 lakh trees can
harvest.
Or consider this other example:
Between April 25 and June 12, 2019,
the Bhakra, Pong and Ranjit Sagar
dams, on the Sutlej, Beas and Ravi
rivers respectively, released over
two billion cubic metres of water; it
being the non-agricultural season,
most of this water flowed away
to Pakistan. This contradicted the
public statements of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the erstwhile
Union water resources minister Nitin
Gadkari, both of whom had declared
that not a drop of water would flow
out of India’s share of Indus waters
to Pakistan. Even if we leave aside
this issue, it is well-known that
Punjab and Haryana suffer massive
groundwater depletions every year.
Then why was the dam water not
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used to recharge groundwater?
This brings us to the following
question: what are the key dimensions
of India’s water management crisis?
We discuss the four most important
ones below.
I. The groundwater lifeline
Most of the water India uses
today comes from over 30 million
wells and tubewells. Irrigation is
India’s biggest water need, and over
two-thirds of the irrigated area uses
groundwater. About 85% of the rural
domestic supply and over 55% of the
urban and industrial water supply
comes from groundwater, and these
numbers have only been climbing
for at least four decades now. In fact,
some estimates show that over 90%
of the additional water that India
used since about 1980 has come
from groundwater. It sounds like an
immitigable blessing. But that’s not
how blessings work.
Data from the Central Ground
Water Board shows that in about
70% of the areas, groundwater is
being depleted. In fact, in many
places, it has been exhausted or is on
the verge of exhaustion. Its quality
is deteriorating. Warning signs have
been visible for decades now, but the
government has done little to address
the crisis.
In fact, India’s water resources
establishment, led by the Big
Dam ideologues at the Central
Water Commission, has ensured
that the government doesn’t even
acknowledge that groundwater
is India’s water lifeline. That
would be the first step. Such an
acknowledgement, through the
National Water Policy, would
mean that India’s water resources
policy, plans and programmes can
then make and implement plans to

preserve this lifeline.
This would need action on four
fronts. First, we need to understand
where groundwater recharge
happens, and protect recharge
mechanisms like forests, floodplains,
rivers, wetlands and local water
bodies. Second, we need to enhance
recharge from these mechanisms
where possible. Third, we need to
create more recharge mechanisms,
including reverse borewells. Fourth,
and most important, we need to
regulate groundwater use.
Groundwater regulation depends
upon the its location and contours.
Groundwater occurs in aquifers.
Aquifers in most places are local, and
groundwater use is also local. Ergo,
regulation has to start at the local
level, enabled by legal, institutional
and financial instruments. For cities
and industries, this may include
pricing mechanisms, with higher
price for higher users and an element
of cross subsidisation for the poorer
people.
Unfortunately, the government
has taken no effective action to
regulate groundwater. The Central
Ground Water Authority, set up
under the Supreme Court’s orders in
1996, has been acting like a licensing
body rather than a regulating body.
Regulation does not mean you
pay and exploit. It would mean
restricting and stopping wasteful
and unjustified water-use activities
in critical areas. Regulation should
ensure that water withdrawal is
within the limits of annual recharge.
II. The degraded catchments
While Chennai’s water scarcity
grabbed headlines this summer,
few remembered that only in July
2018, all the dams on the Cauvery,
the most important river basin of

Tamil Nadu, were so full that water
had to be released to the alreadyflooded downstream rivers. The
Mullaperiyar dam provided another
bounty to Tamil Nadu in August
2018.
When the Cauvery dams were
overflowing around July 24, 2018,
the southwest monsoon in the
basin was actually below normal.
What does this phenomenon—of
overflowing dams less than halfway
through the monsoon, despite
the rainfall being below normal,
followed by an unprecedented water
crisis less than a year later—signify?
The answer would be relevant
for most river basins in India: it
signifies that our catchments have a
lower capacity to capture, store and
recharge rainwater than before. So
rainfall in catchment areas quickly
ends up in the rivers and reservoirs,
leading to floods during the monsoon
but dry riverbeds and water scarcity
soon after.
Deforestation, destruction of
wetlands and other water bodies, and
the declining capacity of the soil to
hold moisture, are all contributing to
this tragedy. So the way to reverse
the scarcity crisis is to take action
in all these areas and reverse this
decline.
III. The urban water policy
vacuum
The urban water footprint is
going up in multiple ways, but the
urban water sector is operating
in a policy vacuum. There are no
specific policies, guidelines or
regulations to guide the sector.
Under the circumstances, the cities
don’t harvest rain, don’t recharge
the groundwater, don’t reduce
transmission and distribution losses,
don’t adopt other demand-side
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measures, don’t protect their water
bodies, and don’t treat and recycle
their sewage. Instead, they demand
lazy, easy solutions like more and
bigger dams, more river interlinking
projects and/or massive desalination
projects. The government has a Smart
City programme but, inexplicably,
there is no mention of making the
cities water-smart.
As a first step towards correcting
this situation, India urgently needs
a National Urban Water Policy that
will define what a water-smart city is
and provide best-practice guidelines
for various aspects of the urban
water sector.
IV. Outdated water institutions
India’s water institutions were
established soon after Independence,
though some were older. They
operate with an outdated mindset and
within an institutional architecture.
An overhaul has long been overdue.
That India’s water institutions
are plagued by multiple crises is best
symbolised by the fact that we don’t
even have reliable information about
water in India. This is because the
Central Water Commission, which
heads India’s water institutions, is
involved in many functions that are
in conflict with each other. We need
an independent institution, along the
lines of the US Geological Survey,
whose principal mandate is to gather
all the key water related statistics
on a daily basis and promptly place
them in the public domain. But such
an institute should have no role in
water resources development or
management.
Similarly, we need a National
Rivers Commission to monitor the
state of India’s rivers and produce
reports and recommendations
about what ails these water bodies.
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Similarly, river-basin organisations
will have to be inter-state bodies that
develop all the relevant knowledge
about the state of the country’s river
basins.
***
Prime Minister Modi, in his
Mann Ki Baat on June 30, 2019,
the first episode in his second term,
highlighted the importance of water
conservation and then used the 8%
figure: “You will be surprised that
only 8% of the water received from
rains in the entire year is harvested
in our country.” Where does that 8%
come from? Modi did not elaborate,
but India’s annual rainfall is around
4,000 BCM, 8% of which comes to
320 BCM. That is approximately
the storage capacity of India’s big
dams. If he was referring to this, the
mistake he made was that big dams
are not rainwater-harvesting options,
they are storage options.
Then again, they aren’t the only
or best storage options. That award
goes to groundwater aquifers, which
are benign, naturally gifted, low cost,
low impact and efficient. Wetlands,
local water bodies and the soil are
similarly qualified alternatives. But
by mentioning this 8% storage figure,
the prime minister is privileging big
dams while ignoring all the other
storage options. And until our waterresources establishment does not
get out of this bias for big dams and
big projects, there is little hope that
our water blessings will not become
disasters.
[Himanshu Thakkar is the
coordinator of the South Asia
Network on Dams, Rivers and
People (SANDRP) and a water
expert.]
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